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On Saturday students and faculty got together to commorate famous women in history by editing articles on Wikipedia in order to make the website more credible.

Bailey Vertin
NEWS EDITOR

Since the invention of the internet, the gathering of information has been nearly instantaneous and can be accessed by
that holds all the information. In this vast array of knowledge,
one website has made the transfusion of knowledge a community effort. Launched in Jan. 2001, Wikipedia has gained
umes of a physical encyclopedia. Today, people celebrate the
mass database by getting together and having marathons of
writing articles together in the hope of improving the website’s
credibility. SCSU played host to a “Wikipedia-thon”, where
students and faculty met in the library to edit articles written
picked in the hope of commemorating Women’s month.
The idea for Wikipedia was proposed by Richard Stallman
in 2000 in the hope of complementing Nupedia, an online encyclopedia project edited solely by experts. Because Wikipedia
dia and became its own “.org”. Since its initial launch, Wikipedia has become a worldwide informative database with articles
written in over 287 languages. Many writers and editors have
hope of giving the masses true and credible information.
Rachel Wexelbaum, head librarian at the James W. Miller center, has had experience editing Wiki pages, and enjoys
writing articles herself. Wexelbaum got started by experiencing disappointment at the articles herself. After trying to look
up information about a famous librarian, Wexelbaum realized
that there was still work to be done on Wikipedia. That reason
was why she put together the Wikipedia marathon at SCSU,
and invited students and faculty to lend a helping hand. Wexelbaum brought everyone together so that people could learn
by doing.
This tactic is a win-win for both Wikipedia and people who
want to learn how to edit. Wexelbaum was happy to see that

both experienced editors, and new-comers, had decided to join the world.”
in on the day of writing articles.
This idealistic thinking is shared by many who edit Wiki
articles, and continues around the world. But in order to edit
articles, the writer has to do more than push a few buttons.
According to Wexelbaum, a lot goes into editing and writing
for Wikipedia. In order to prove that the information put out
there is real, the editor has to provide the sites and resources
where the information came from. This gives the editor credibility and can often lead to Wikipedia recognizing the editor
as a serious writer and can lead to more articles being assigned.
which they can win badges for how many articles they write.
This way Wikipedia knows which person wrote which article,
and can track the information back to the editor in case of
vandalism. Vandalism occurs often only on political or social
pages, but it is still a problem nonetheless. Wexelbaum stated
that she’s only encountered vandalism once, and Wikipedia was
teacher in the English Department, has been helping stop vanattended the Wikipediathon on Saturday and brought with her
the knowledge of ladies from the Victorian era. Her reasoning
for becoming involved in the Wikipedia writing process was so
that she could feel a part of the world community.
“It’s very democratizing,” Cogdill said. “It makes people
feel like they have a say in what goes out onto the internet.”
Wexelbaum and Cogdill both encourage people to take
a part in the Wikipedia community. Whether it’s writing or
simply editing articles, they want people to learn about knew
things by actually doing the research. This not only increases
literacy, but circulates knowledge and information around the
globe. Both faculty members show their support for the free
encyclopedia by continuing their work on articles about organizations and women in history. Cogdill believes that Wikipedia helps inform the masses about issues happening around the
PRAVIN DANGOL / VISUALS EDITOR
world, and she encourages people to get out there and discover
Students and faculty participated in the editing.
what’s going on in their own backyard.
“Issues don’t just stop at the edge of your country,” Cogdill
“It’s great to see people help out,” Wexelbaum said. “Wiki- said. “If we want to change things then we have to get the inpedia brings people together, not just in the community, but in formation out there and available for everyone.”

Student Government elects new senators, committee members
zations and the elections of over a dozen new ganization was present at the meeting, student
members to the student governing body.
After a brief open forum, student governChi Alpha Christian Fellowship was next
Vicki Ikeogu
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
dent organizations.
in Iowa. After some discussion of whether the
group would be using the funds to sponsor nonFinance hearings and elections was the
SCSU students--to which the organization said
main agenda of Thursday’s Student Government meeting. Called to order in the Cascade
Following the Chi Alpha Christian FellowFirst on the agenda was the Council of AfRoom in Atwood at 5 p.m., the four-and-a-half
$1090 for a conference being held from Feb. 27 $1035 for a new lens for their camera, Student
- until Mar. 1. Even though no one from the or-
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with the support of the Senate Finance Committee (SFC) proxy Sumit Pradhan.
Concert Choir and Chamber Singers were
dent Government. Asking for $1000 to fund a
guest conductor. Again, SFC proxy Pradhan
provided an explanation as to the reasons why

Student Government. With the approval of
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VSA hosts annual
culture night in the
Atwood Ballroom.
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Government
Continued from Page 1
the members, the Concert Choir
and Chamber Singers’ request was
passed.
was the LGBT Alliance. Requesting
$1200 to fund transportation and
lodging for a conference in Kansas
City, Mo., the request was approved
with no discussion on the part of Student Government members.

Internal Elections
Next on the agenda were internal elections for one judicial council,
three college senators, eight at-large
senators, one fee allocation commitchair positions.

Judicial Council
With only one candidate, Anthony Walz, for judicial council, the
student government had Walz come
before the body and address them on
position.
“I view a leader as someone who
can lead but follow as well. Someone
who won’t only look at their views,”
Walz said.
After a period of debate, Student
Government Vice President Lindsey
Gunnerson announced to the government body that there was no election.

College Senators
From there, Student Government went on to hear two candidates
interested in representing their colleges, Summer Vogel of the School
of Education (SOE) and Walz of the
College of Science and Engineering
(COSE).
to the governing body. With a big agricultural background, Vogel said she
had a lot of experience in leadership
positions.
“I am excited to have this experience, to increase my listening skills
and remain unbiased,” she said. As a
member of the School of Education,
Vogel said she would use her experience as a teacher candidate to help
explain the actions of Student Gov-

ernment to others, especially in her
college.
After a quick discussion, a motion
was made to white ballot, and Student Government elected Vogel as
the college senator for the SOE.
Walz, appearing before the governing body for the second time stated he did not have a lot to say, but did
point out he had a lot of experience
working with the physics and engineering departments in the COSE.
“I have already become a member of the physics club. I will try to
be more active with other clubs. I will
meet with members of the clubs often,” Walz said his plan would be if
he was elected a college senator.
After a heated debate among
of some of the questions asked of
Walz during the interview, Student
Government voted in Walz as the
new COSE senator, a seat which had
been vacant for a few semesters.
The last college senator, Jacob
Thomfohrda of the School of Public Affairs, was not present for the
election process. But, according to a
statement he had provided to President Eric Petersen, he was really passionate about his former position and
was upset that he had to resign in the
After a quick decision to white
ballot, Tomfohrda was elected, concluding the elections for college senators.

At-large Senators
Student government then went
on to hear 13 candidates in their bid
for eight open positions for at-large
senators. 8 of the 13 candidates
showed up for the internal elections.
Strictly keeping each of the candidates to two minutes to plead their
case before them, the current student
government leaders questioned each
candidate on their capabilities and
their desires to serve as at-large senators.
“It’s about furthering opportunities for students. That’s what college
is all about,” said candidate Dustin
Grage.
“My husband committed suicide,
and having that life experience I can
be a support for students,” said nontraditional student candidate Dixie
Johnson.
“We need to do not what’s in our
best interest but in the best interest
of the school,” said candidate Jason

Dae Scott.
Considering all candidates, Vice
President Gunnerson asked for the
current student government members to vote for up to eight people.
student government voted in seven
members, however there was a tie
among governing body for the eighth
position. With another election, in
which Vice President Gunnerson abstained from the voting due to a bias,
the senators elected their eighth candidate.
The student government welcomed Dustin Grage, Dixie Johnson,
Neil Manning, Amy Pexa, Jason Dae
Scott, Cassandra Spruit, Jack Pegg,
and Thijin Gatwech to student government.

Fee Allocation
With one open position for the
Fee Allocation’s committee, three
applicants took to the podium to ask
for consideration for the one spot.
Looking thoroughly over the applications, Student Government decided
on Muhammed Kahn, a second semester management major student.
Kahn, a former sales person for his
father’s company said he had gained
a lot of experience from his previous
work experience.
“I’ve had a lot of experience dealing with employees. Every decision
went through me,” said Kahn of his
on-the-job work experience.

Senate
Finance
Committee
With budget season fast approaching, Student Government
heard interviews from eight candidates for the three open positions on
the Senate Fiance Committee.
Most impressive to the senators
was freshman Azeem Javed. With
an intended major in international
business, Javed had taken to learning the workings of budgeting on his
own. Attending an annual budgeting meeting, Javed said he was really
enthusiastic about joining SFC. Using his experience from his career in
Saudi Arabia working at an internareally impressed by Javed.

didates that had shown up, and reviewing the applications of all eight
candidates, SFC proxy Pradhan provided his advice to the senators at the

University Chronicle - Page 3
request of other senators.
“All candidates are competent.
Right now is the perfect timing for
new people especially with it being
the beginning of budget season. But I
leave the decision up to Student Government,” he said.
President Petersen further clari-

Events
Calendar
Monday

Iceland on the Move
9:30 a.m.
Ambassador
Gudmundur Arni
Stefansson will discuss
the effect of the
banking and economic
crisis on Iceland
as well as current
Icelandic American
Senate
Finance relations. Taking place
Committee Chair
in the Miller Center
With applicants vying to take
in the Ringsmuth
SFC through budgeting season, StuAuditorium.
dent Government heard three can-

members elected at Thursday’s
meeting. The candidates would only
be serving for the remainder of the
academic year. If they had wanted to
apply for the position next academic
year, they would have to apply later
in the semester, he said.
That being said, Student Government voted in Azeem Javed, Muhammad Waseem, and former SFC
member Faisal Raza who had to
resign fall semester due to an internship opportunity.

didates discuss why they would be
suited for the position of SFC chair.
With debates going back and forth
over the candidates, senators each
spoke about why they felt their candidate would be the best for the position. However, it was Faisal Raza that
won the new seat as SFC chair.

New Business
While Student Government did
not have any old business to discuss,
they did address one matter of new
business. Expressing the need for a
chain of command in Student Government, President Petersen outlined
the need for a third in command. His
said the decision for the position of
President Pro-Temp would come into
play in case Vice President Gunnerson was ever absent from a meeting.
As she is the one who conducts the
meetings, the President Pro-Temp
would take over this action in case
The internal decision made by
Petersen was to appoint chair Jerett
Ruter. This decision was seconded
and subsequently approved by the
Student government.
After a brief recess, the Student
and concluded their meeting at approximately 9:30 p.m.

Monday
Graduate School
Preparation
1 p.m.
Are you thinking about
going to graduate
school or wondering
if it is right for
you? Come to this
information session
to learn everything
you need to know
about making the
decision to pursue
graduate education,
the application process,
admission tests, and
how to write a winning
personal statement.

Tuesday
Exploring Peasant
Farming
12 p.m.
Located in the Atwood
Memorial Center
Alumni Room, join
us for speaker Paul
Baidoo discuss how
food security has
become a major
problem for many
African countries, and
the interventions taken
to ensure food security
among rural farmers.

Wednesday

Student organizations recruit at annual Sidestreet
Patty Petty
STAFF WRITER

Students looking for different avenues to become involved at SCSU and
within the community received ample opportunity at the 2014 Sidestreet, held
this past Thursday, in Atwood Memorial Center.
Sidestreet, a down-scaled version of Mainstreet, was offered as a way “to
get organizations to interact with students on campus,” said Meghan Dingmann, the Assistant Director of Student Organiztions, within the Department
of Campus Involvement. In all, 92 student organizations were on hand to
connect with students along with 10 corporate sponsors. Dingmann states that
they have “a pretty good range of groups, such as sports clubs, cultural organizations, religious organizations, academic groups, fraternities, sororities“
“It’s a bigger version of the kiosks,” Jeremy Sippel, Program Adviser Graduate Assistant for Student Organization, explained. “The renovation gave us
(campus organizations) the opportunity to be more viewable.” In the past,
Moviemento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan (M.E.Ch.A), a political organization and movement that promotes higher education and the end of discrimination, found that retention was better from events like Mainstreet and

Sidestreet. Jessica Luis estimated 20-30 people had visited the booth during
Mainstreet and they retained about 10 as members. “There is a stronger interest from students,” she said, a M.E.Ch.A member about the events. “It’s
harder with the kiosks, students are between classes.”
The Chemistry Club was at the event looking to gain more members, but
also promoted some of the community programs they help out with. “We
work with Annandale Elementary School because one of our members has a
daughter who goes there. We do interactive demos, like fake snow, bubbles that
don’t pop when wearing special mittens, and make superballs. We do a magic
show at the St. Cloud Public Library,” offered Curtis Payne, a club member.
“We try to show kids it’s not so scary, to get them interested in STEM (science,
technology, engineering, math) subjects.”
Alexis Corbett, of the Physics Club, mentioned that clubs can “help you
to make friends. If you have a heavy homework load, you may not be that
social.” While the club has visited places like the Soudan Underground Mine
or Science museum for activities, they also get together to have a game night.
“We’re not just talking physics all the time,” Corbett said.
The Music Department was on hand to encourage students to continue
on in music, even if it’s not their major. Grant Schellberg estimated that 5-10
percent of students involved in Husky Sports Band were music majors. As
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MSU Job Fair
Orientation
3 p.m.
If you are feeling
unprepared for
job interviews and
resumes, join us in
Centennial Hall room
207 where multiple
orientation sessions
will be available to
help students impress
employers.

Thursday
D2L One-on-One
10 a.m.
If you’re feeling
confused by the school
database D2L then
join us in the Miller
Center room 205.
Bring your questions!
For more info follow
us on Twitter at @
scsutechinstruc
#D2Lversion10.

News
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Burundi student seeks a career
to help students with finances

University
Chronicle
St. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, Minnesota
56301-4498

Bailey Vertin

Phone

NEWS EDITOR

Four years ago, Ghy Ghy Kanyana was studying and working in the
small African country, Burundi. Dreaming about an opportunity to help
others, Kanyana always knew that she wanted to travel to the U.S. to study.
Today, the SCSU senior is a proud member of the St. Cloud community
and has participated in advising new students by working in the Multicultural Student Services Center on campus.
Growing up in Burundi, Kanyana worked hard in school so that she
could eventually study abroad. After studying in Uganda, she eventually

editor@
universitychronicle.net

she arrived in St. Cloud, Kanyana was amazed at how different the culture
enough; however, it was made even harder with the struggle of learning
English.

Staff

clubs because she felt so isolated from other students. After practicing her
English, she eventually overcame her initial shyness and threw herself into
getting involved with campus life. During her second year at SCSU, Kanyana applied to be a Community Advisor, determined to be a part of the
being a role model for new students. Realizing that she liked helping others,
Kanyana continued her advising role and in the next year was an advisor
for Lawrence Hall. This gave her the opportunity to work with other interCloud.
moment of being a C.A. was helping other students and being a role model.
While helping students is what kept Kanyana involved in the campus life,
she also enjoyed working with diversity throughout the school. This year she
works at the Multicultural Student Services center at the reception desk, and
she was invited to be an ambassador for the Power and Diversity Conference. Being an international student has helped her enjoy the dynamics of
diversity, and has allowed her the chance to get involved with other international students as well as the Student Services Center. Now facing her last semester at SCSU, Kanyana is focused on majoring in Finance and dreaming
NADIA KAMIL / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR
about working at a bank. Admitting that being a college student has opened
her eyes to the state of the economy, Kanyana wants to help other students Ghy Ghy Kanyana moved to St. Cloud from Burundi. Studying
learn about handling money and how to properly save.
as a receptionist at Multicultural Student Services. She hopes to
one day work at a bank.
though she’s graduating in December, she still leaves new students with the
Kanyana hopes to one day return to Burundi and help the country’s advice to get involved on campus because that is what helped her throughout her own college career.
have this opportunity to help others and get the college experience. Even

Sidestreet

Brian Kampa, an athletic trainer and physical therapist for St. Cloud Orthopedics, was on hand to help promote the physical therapy programs the
business offers. Kampa is a graduate of the St. Cloud State athletic training
program and states St. Cloud Orthopedics is working on a partnership with
the Campus Health Center. “We are still working on a contract to possibly

Continued from Page 3
he was looking at colleges, he said, “There was no mention of bands or music
at some of the admission events. St. Cloud was different. They participated
and mentioned it. Through the different groups, you can satisfy different
like Sidestreet.
Coborn’s, Inc., St. Cloud Orthopedics, and Powder Ridge Winter Recreation Area were a few of the 10 corporate partners who sponsored tables during Sidestreet. Coborn’s was handing out fruit snacks and recruiting students
for employment opportunities. Kendra VanderWeyst, Talent Acquisiton Assistant for Coborn’s believes they visited with a couple hundred students durabout 50 students approach their stand with some inquiring about positions.

stresses this is still undergoing review, but their goal is help students who may
Heather Hejhal, a second year student majoring in special education,
thought the event was good overall. “It can get a little crowded, but it gives
you good information about the different clubs. It was good promotion for
While Sidestreet was a one-day event, the Department of Campus Involvement and student organizations want students to know what even if they
were unable to attend, they are still looking for students to participate on and
off campus and can still join most clubs at any time. They can look for orstcloudstate.edu/campusinvolvement.
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KVSC’s annual Trivia Weekend will be Feb. 7 through Feb. 9. This year’s theme is “TSPN Trivia Sports Playing Network.”

KVSC prepares for Trivia Weekend
Staff Report

Brain-draining questions. Pots of coffee. Enerburn after it all. What may sound like the average
to commence this weekend.
KVSC’s 35th annual Trivia Weekend will take
place starting on Feb. 7. The 50-hour long trivia

contest will conclude on Feb. 9. This year’s theme, numerous community volunteers will be camping
- out in Stewart Hall, taking calls from eager participants. These volunteers will be trained on how
to answer calls and how to record their answers.
Russia.
Last year’s trivia weekend was comprised of
With numerous teams from across the state,
including some from across the country, memFor those looking to form a team, trivia teams
bers will be competing for Minnesota Masters of
Trivia Traveling Trophy, a golden urn showing
For those looking to volunteer to help at the
the names of the winning teams over the course
call center, there is a sign up sheet in KVSC, SH
of trivia’s history.
Along with the teams, membersof KVSC and

Corrections

The University Chronicle
prides itself on journalistic
integrity. We strive to
publish the most accurate
information, but we are
prone to human mistakes.
We will correct any errors
of fact or misspelled names
promptly. Call 308.4086 with
any corrections.
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SCSU Career Services Center hosts job fair orientation
Meg Iserloth

fers thousands of internship and job openings, opportunities
for all majors, and free door-to-door transportation provided

MANAGING EDITOR

of the “early bird” special, students must register in advance

The Minnesota State Universities Job Fair Orientation

going to the Minnesota State Universities Job and Internship registration is $20, and registration at the door is $30.
“There is stiff competition for jobs, but it’s easy to make
Fair, the main event promoted during the orientation.
many results.
Hosted by the SCSU Career Services Center, the MSU
bers,”
Ditlevson
said.
“By
going
to
the
job
fair
you
just
narJob Fair Orientation covered tips for college graduates lookful in preparing her for the fair.
ing for jobs in today’s market.
The MSU Job and Internship Fair is the largest job fair of
“It’s still very, very competitive,” speaker Andy Ditlevson,
Some of the tips covered in the orientation included dressthe Associate Director for Employment Services at SCSU’s
- ing formally and speaking professionally. Ditlevson also ofCareer Services department, said. “Unfortunately, most stuemployers at the job fair.

-

Pre-fair tips Ditlevson offered included applying online before going to the job fair, and researching the top 10 “dream

researches their company beforehand really stands out from
paraphrased them as saying.
After talking to each representative at the fair, Ditlevson
said, students should focus on getting the representative’s
business card and thanking each representative for talking
the fair.
prised by the small turnout, mainly due to a lack of advertissaid.

PRAVIN DANGOL / VISUALS EDITOR

The Job Fair Orientation gave students information about what employers look for in applicants.

For more information, including a list of employers that

Students gain insight into volunteering at service-learning fair

PRAVIN DANGOL / VISUALS EDITOR

The Girl Scouts booth in the Atwood lobby offered smiles and cookies.

PRAVING DANGOL / VISUALS EDITOR

A student walked past one of many booths at the Volunteer & Service-Learning
Fair.

Visit us online any time at

UniversityChronicle.net
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A student reads a jenga block covered in facts at one of the available booths.

ACROSS

1. Decorative case
5. South American country
9. Unadulterated
13. Dispatched
14. Flip over
16. Pinnacle
17. Wings
18. Ganders
20. Extreme
22. Pachyderms

Jan. 27 solution

55. Fades
59. Blockheads
62. Telephoned
63. Toss
65. Hindu princess
66. Maguey
67. A river through Paris
68. Biblical garden
69. Char

Chronicle

Social Media

27. A member of the beat
generation
30. Pharynx
33. Surmounted
35. Spritelike
37. Greatest possible
38. Foul-up
41. Fury
42. Step
45. Porches
48. Recommendation
51. Piano player
52. Delete

Crossword courtesy of mirroreyes.com

71. Accomplishes

DOWN

1. Brother of Jacob
3. Uncommitted
4. Go over again
5. Type of dog
7. Bobbins
8. Oust
9. Sunshade
10. Atop
11. A musical pause
12. X X X X
15. Profoundness
21. Skin disease

23. Not there
25. Children
27. Not straight
28. Spare
29. Barbie’s beau
31. Fan
32. Novices
34. Dip lightly
36. Where a bird lives
39. Dandy
40. Murres
43. Retaliator
44. Calamitous
46. Gangly

50. Forgo
53. Creepy
55. Historical periods
56. Sheltered spot
58. Male offspring
60. Leg joint
61. Transgressions
64. Damp

Opinions
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Separate Woody Allen from his work
attempt to come off as clever. I
know the type: in the face of an
uncomfortable or controversial
issue, they take the passiveaggressive route of avoiding the
issue altogether, instead focusing
on the one “light-hearted” detail

Meg Iserloth
MANAGING EDITOR

“What’s your favorite Woody
Allen movie?,” the letter starts.
“Before you answer, you should
know: when I was seven years old,
Woody Allen took me by the hand
and led me into a dim, closetour house. He told me to lay on
my stomach and play with my
brother’s electric train set. Then
he sexually assaulted me.”
This was the beginning of an
open-letter recently submitted to
the New York Times by Dylan
Farrow, famed director Woody
Allen’s daughter, detailing her
account of the sexual abuse she
suffered at the hands of her father.
The letter in its entirety can be seen
with a quick Google search, but
warning, it’s both heartbreaking
and potentially triggering.
For every time the letter is
quoted in a publication, there
are at least three people who say
the same type of thing--”’Annie
Hall’, since you asked”--in a poor

Instead of actually sitting back
and examining where they stand
in all this, as fans or as strangers,
they say nothing of substance. In
my experience, these are the type
of statements usually followed by,
“I wasn’t saying anything either
way. She asked a question, so I
answered.”
To them, I say: by saying
nothing, you’re always saying
something. This rings especially
true when you have to point out
the fact that you’re saying nothing
in a benign comment. If you
actually had nothing to say, why
The answer is obvious, depending
on the person and the situation
of course--attention seeking, the
need to “make a statement without
making a statement”--the list goes
on and on.
accusations have surfaced, of
course. In 1992, Vanity Fair
released an article called “Mia’s
Story” that depicted what they
called Mia and Dylan Farrow’s side
of the scandal. This open-letter to
New York Times, however, is the
against her father.

that what happened behind closed
doors at the Allen/Farrow house
is not a topic I’m ready to speak
on with certainty, at least not in
a respectable publication. I’m a
reporter at heart, of course, so I’ve
done the research, looking into
outside accounts I could get my
hands on. But that doesn’t mean
I was there.
Taking sides is human nature,
especially when the topic involves
someone you feel you connect
major, I’ve studied and personally
enjoyed many of Allen’s works.
I know that although it doesn’t
happen nearly as often as people
claim it does, there have been
times when supposed “victims”
have fabricated their stories to seek
attention or get revenge. Then
there are cases where, despite the
stories being partially or wholly
fabricated, the people telling those
stories are completely innocent,
having been convinced somewhere
down the line that something
actually happened to them.
When all this blew up in 1992,
those defending Allen in court
took that last point and ran with
it, saying that Farrow was pitted
against him by her mother and his
long-time ex-lover, Mia Farrow.
They argued that while Allen was
not lying about his innocence,
neither was Dylan, as she had been
brainwashed by her mother to

Have an opinion?

believe the incidents had actually
occurred.
Celebrities are often the target
of these attacks. People glorify
them, people demonize them. I’ve
seen die-hard fans defend Allen
and his work, treating the two as
not separate, but the same. If a
man entertains the masses with
his art and does it well, then how
could he have done something
that horrible to someone he clearly
loves? Plus, they argue, all of the
charges were dropped against him.
Who are we to question the law?
Yeah, because those arguments
worked out so well in the OJ
Simpson case.
While I do acknowledge
that sometimes these things are
fabricated (and the damage done
to a person’s reputation after such
allegations, even when they’re
proven to be false, is devastating
at best), I have never been one
to assume they are. I know how
not from the type of abuse Dylan
Farrow speaks about in her letter),
speak up when the world is against
you. No matter what evidence
crops up and how compelling it is,
there will always be those people
there, defending the attacker and
blaming the victim.
The sexual abuse of anyone (let
alone a seven-year-old) has never
been taken lightly in my household,
and the ridiculing of victims of
any kind, whether it be from abuse

Web - www.universitychronicle.net
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Ciara Pritschet
COPY EDITOR

Dystopian novels
are all the rage
nowadays. And let’s
face it, what with the
jobless “recovery” from
our Great Recession,
the trillions in debt the
rising generation has to
deal with, oil shortages,
global climate change,
and everything that
has happened since the
1930s, we have a reason
to be worried about the
worst case scenario for
our culture.
The great success
of the dystopian series
“The Hunger Games”
is just one obvious
example of the success
of this genre. But, this
screaming success isn’t
many authors are too
eager to throw the
worst of the worst
at us without a basic
understanding of how
these dictatorships gain
and hold power.
For every horrifying
system out there, there

has to be the threat of
something worse. For
the nation of Panem
from “The Hunger
Games”, it’s the threat
of
horrifying civil
war. For the land of
Westeros in “A Game
of Thrones”, it’s their
horrifying winter. Even
if it’s just the threat of
the unknown, there has
to be something out
there that’s worse than
whatever is happening
in the place the people
are now. Otherwise,
why would they stay?
The
kind
of
violence perpetrated in
alternate worlds, such
as Westeros, that are
based on pre-colonial
Europe is another thing
that has gotten out
of hand. The kind of
violence shown to the
populace in “A Game
of Thrones” is typical,
yes, but it’s typical
of colonial forms of
violence, where the
intent behind such
force is to invade and
subjugate, to convince
the new “acquisitions”
of the power that there
is no escape and no
hope. In a place like
Westeros, where all the
powers are local, the
level of destruction on
their own populations
would be practically
suicide. It would at least
spell the destabilization
and destruction of the

chain of authority that
existed.
Every form of
authority throughout
the history of human
civilization has offered
to its followers. If your
authoritarian Church
is running through a
list of atrocities and
checking them off
one by one, what is it
offering the people to
make them stay? If
the country has any
kind of stability, the
to at least show their
discontent.
President
Snow,
from “The Hunger
Games”, knows and
understands this. He
is
understandably
weary when giving
the people hope even
as he understands
that that same hope is
what keeps the people
compliant.
In the short story,
“The Lottery”, the
ritualistic stoning to
death of a random
citizen of the village
is a tradition, and it
is implied that it is a
form of fertility ritual
to ensure a good
harvest. (If I remember
correctly; it has been
a few years since I last
read it).
Dystopic societies,
if they want to be
realistic, must offer

a balance between
day-to-day
horrors
and protection, even
if such protections
are false promises
of hope, such as the
winners of the Hunger
Games, or people
who end up “pulling
themselves up by their
own bootstraps”, for
example.
Without
this
glimmer of
hope,
there is no reason for
the citizens of the
dystopia to continue
to participate. They
would either not join,
try to escape, or their
will to live would be
stamped out of them,
leaving the hero with
no spark of rebellion to
work with.
This is advice
mostly to people who
like analyzing media,
or aspiring writers. In
the end, if you really
have that much of a
problem with existing
dystopias, you’d be
better off writing your
own, or sticking with
the best of the best.
If you’re one who
can’t stand this trend,
don’t worry, it won’t
last forever. If you’re
someone who really
does enjoy this genre,
then explore and write
your own.
In either case, may
the odds be ever in
your favor.

The opinions expressed on the Opinions page
are not necessarily those of the college, university
system, or student body.

victims. My mother has never
been one to rant and rave for
hours on end about many things,
but anonymous strangers on the
Internet belittling victims for their
own entertainment is certainly one
of them.
It is for this reason that I ask of
everyone reading these accounts
by Farrow--especially if the
readers are fans of Allen’s--to take
a step back and realize that there
are two sides to each story, and
each are devastating accusations
towards the people involved. Each
comment, even though oftentimes
posted by strangers to be seen by
strangers, will affect more than
just Allen and Farrow in the event
of such a triggering issue. If you
get the urge to say something by
saying nothing, remind yourself
honestly don’t know the story
in all its entirety, and probably
never will. Or better yet, don’t say
anything at all.

Just legalize it already

Send a letter to the editor.

An analysis of dystopian societies

or circumstances beyond anyone’s
control, is a behavior my mom
absolutely refuses to tolerate to
this day. Sometimes it’s both funny
and incredibly endearing, actually,
to see how mad she gets when
she reads the comment section of
any true crime documentary on
Youtube, or when she frequents
the IMDB message boards of

Kirsten Kaufman
OPINIONS EDITOR

How many people do
you know that partake
in the recreational use
of marijuana? Probably
more than you think.
Do you smoke it on
occasion as well? In high
school I became friends
with many of the people
who smoked. We’ll call
them “the stoners.”
When I was younger
I always told myself
that doing drugs were
bad for you and could
kill you, never really
doing any research. Of
course there are many
drugs out there people
have died from; meth,
cocaine, heroin, just to
name a few.
As we rang in the
New Year, Colorado
state to legalize the
use
of
marijuana
for recreational use.
Personally, I think this
is a genius idea, not
because it gives kids
the freedom to get
high, but because it
will do wonders for

the economy. Here in
Minnesota, cigarettes
have about a 7 percent
tax on them, which
isn’t bad as that’s how
most things are. Can
you guess how much the
government is taxing
weed? Well it’s around
25 percent. Can you
imagine how much
money the selling of
pot would do for the
whole county if it were
legalized?
Naturally there will
have to be restrictions
on who can purchase
it, just like alcohol and
cigarettes. In Colorado,
you must be 21 to buy
and you cannot sell to
minors. A person living
in Colorado is limited to
buying an ounce with a
valid ID, which is about
$200. That will add an
additional $67 million a
year to their economy.
Persons
without
a
Colorado ID are limited
to buying only a quarter
of an ounce. The legal
purchase of marijuana
was also voted in in
Washington, but stores
won’t open until later
this year.
Think about this:
hundreds
people
are in jail because
of
marijuana.
In
2006, 872,720 people
were arrested due to
marijuana, 83 percent
of which were possession
charges. There are

currently over 41,000
Americans imprisoned
for pot, not including
those in county jails.
How ridiculous do these
statistics sound to you?
I can’t quite wrap my
mind around it. Jails
our country disgusting
amounts of money for
up-keep. There are
actual criminals out
there who deserve to be
in a cell, not people who
sell pot. If the entire
United States were to
legalize it, it would bring
in an endless amount of
money, especially with a
tax of 25 percent. And
it really wouldn’t matter
how much it’s taxed
because people will still
spend their money on it.
Although
many
people are afraid of
marijuana because it’s a
drug, the smart thing to
do is to legalize it. If the
sales of pot are going to
being in $67 million just
in Colorado, imagine
just how much money
the entire country would
bring in. The United
States could start paying
off its debt, and could
once again become the
number one country in
the world. It just seems
stupid not to legalize
it and honestly, it’s not
about getting high, it’s
about all the good it will
do for the economy.

Quote of the Week
“You don’t write because you
want to say something, you write
because you have something to
say.”
- F. Scott Fitzgerald
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Thursday 2/6
Live Country
Music Show
Atwood
Quarry
7:30 p.m.
Friday 2/7Sunday 2/9
To Kill A
Mockingbird
Paramount
Theatre
Friday 2/7Sunday 2/9
KVSC’s 35th
Annual Trivia
Contest
Saturday 2/8
St. Cloud
Symphony
Orchestra
Chamber
Music
Salem
Lutheran
Church
7:30 p.m.
Saturday 2/1
4th Annual
Liberian
Night
Atwood
Ballroom
6 p.m.
Saturday 2/8
Dr. Lonnie
Smith
Trio CSB
Benedicta
Arts Center
7:30 p.m.
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Performers weave and dance during a traditional dance number Saturday at Vietnamese Night.

Vietnamese Night takes off into a fairy tale
Matt Rieger

her country through her own eyes. The song makes

MARQUEE EDITOR

“Apocalypse Now”. The event started with the singing of the Vietnamese national anthem and the United States’ national anthem.
The performances were centered around the
Vietnamese play called “Tam Cam” which is a ver-

Coming up the stairs to Atwood’s Ballroom,
I immediately encountered members of SCSU’s
Vietnamese Student Association (VSA) wearing traditional Vietnamese garments. These clothes were
just some of the attractions put on display for Vietnamese Culture Night. The VSA at SCSU put on
its annual culture night on Saturday in the Atwood
Ballroom. The VSA has been at SCSU since 2007
and its current president is Trang Phung. Phung has
been a part of the VSA since her freshman year and
has been acting president since Aug. 2013.
Saturday night’s events coincided with the lunar new year. The Lunar New Year in Vietnamese
“Feast of the First Morning of the First Day”. It celebrates the arrival of spring based on the Vietnamese
calendar, a lunisolar calendar, which usually has the
date falling during the months of January or February. Unfortunately in Minnesota, we might be waiting a little bit longer for spring to come.
Upon walking into the Atwood Ballroom, guests
were greeted with a couple current Vietnamese artists. One was an artist by the name Antoneus Maximus. His song “I Love Vietnam” was an homage to
his home country that is in the same vein as Atmosphere’s “Say Shhh”, which gives love and props to
Minnesota. The other song that greeted guests was
by a contemporary Vietnamese female artist. She
sang with much melancholy about longing to return
to her homeland. She referenced how she had only
known her country through war and wishes to know

along with the night’s theme of “The Night of Fairy
Tale”. Phung said the student association voted between the fairy tale theme or a theme about romance.
After each scene, a dance performance would follow.
The dance performances were beautiful pageantry
of dream-like, traditional Vietnamese music with
gorgeous traditional Vietnamese clothing. One dress
highlighted was a dress called “ao dai”. According
to Phung, the ao dai is a white dress that is a school
uniform worn by Vietnamese girls from their sophomore year of high school until they graduate.
Traditional Vietnamese food was served following the play and dance numbers. The food consisted
of grilled pork, fried tofu in tomato sauce, sweet and
sour chicken, and fried mushrooms, all served over
white rice. A peanut sweet and sour sauce, as well
as a hot sauce, were also served. There was also a
delicious pork soup that contained hot peppers and
sweet pineapples thrown in. The food was a wonderful, whole package array of hot and spicy as well as
Nepalese Student Association president, who also
quipped that the food was very delicious. To top it
off, banana tapioca pudding was offered for dessert.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NADIA KAMIL / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

The lead cast members of the skit put up by the VSA
drew loud applause from the audience.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NADIA KAMIL / ASST.
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Performers

displayed

traditional
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VSA members perform a traditional dance at Vietnamese Night.

Twin Cities concert calendar Feb. 3 - 9
West Grove, PA rock group ‘Dr. Dog will
play a two night stint at First Avenue February
6 & 7 with New Jeresy group ‘Saint Rich’.
St. Cloud psychedelic band ‘Transcendental
Strangers?’ will make their Triple Rock Social
Club debut on February 7. They will be playing
with local acts ‘First Communion Afterparty’,
and ‘Panther Ray’. Also joining them will be
Chicago indie psych rockers ‘Secret Colours’.
PHOTO COURTESY OF NPR.ORG
‘Dr. Dog’ and ‘Saint Rich’ play at First Ave.

PHOTO COURTESY OF FACEBOOK.COM

St. Cloud’s ‘Transcendental Strangers?’ make their
Triple Rock Social Club debut Feb. 7.
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New ‘Metal Gear Rising’ turns up the action
Ryan Hanenburg
STAFF WRITER

“Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance” is the latest in the
“Metal Gear” games developed by Hideo Kojima. The
“Metal Gear” games are known for their mix of stealth and
action gameplay, coupled with a utterly convoluted storyline
and philosophical tangents on the nature of war and hu
manity. “Metal Gear Rising” ditches the stealth aspect and
turns the action up to 11. It does so with help from Platinum
Games, who are known for making other over the top “spec
ful 101”. “Metal Gear Rising” has been out for a while on
PS3 and Xbox 360, but has recently been ported to the PC
on Steam.

Story
“Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance” takes place four years
after “Metal Gear Solid 4”, focusing on Raiden. He has been
working in an African country to stabilize the nation with
the Prime Minister. At the beginning of the game, the Prime
Minister is attacked by a company of cyborgs and Raiden
is killed and Raiden is left mutilated by Jetstream Sam. Three
weeks later Raiden heads into Abkhazia, chasing after Des
perado LLC, the rogue PMC (Private Military Company),
who killed the Prime Minister. He is then drawn into a con
War on Terror. The story is appropriately ridiculous for a
Metal Gear game with characters having philosophical de
bates over the radio during a sword duel between a cyborg
acters are likable; Raiden being much more entertaining as a
protagonist than he was in “Metal Gear Solid 2”.

Gameplay
Gameplay is where “Metal Gear Rising” really shines.
Platinum Games’ experience in designing action games
are incredibly responsive and intuitive. The main mechanic
is “Blade Mode” which slows down time and allows Raiden

PHOTO COURTESY OF LAUNCHGRAM.COM
The latest game in the ‘Metal Gear’ series ditches the stealth aspect and turns the action up to 11.

to cut through nearly anything. The game has you using it
constantly to cut your enemies into tiny pieces and to weaken
feel like you are really wielding a sword with the ability to
cut through anything. It makes you feel like you’re playing an
ibly fun and addicting. To add, you are also ranked in your
battles and you’ll be constantly vying for an “S” rank.

Style
“Metal Gear Rising” looks amazing with excellent graph
ics, especially on the PC. Everything looks smooth and real
istic, and the blade physics for cut objects are top notch. The
graphics technology on display pushes the PS3 and Xbox

360 to their limits, but PC can take things even farther. The
game looks amazing and in motion it easily matches movie
quality.
“Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance” is a great game, but it
is a bit on the short side. The game takes around six to eight
Jetstream Sam and Blade Wolf, each of which take about
ings on every mission. “Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance” is
available for PS3, Xbox 360, and PC on Steam and Origin.
Final Verdict: 9/10

‘I, Frankenstein’ adds to the
list of ‘It’s so bad, it’s good’
Ryan Hanenburg
STAFF WRITER

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIRED.COM

Elijah Wood lends his voice as Shay Volta, one of the two main characters in
‘Broken Age’.

Nostalgia and hand drawn
indie feel brings much
intrigue for ‘Broken Age’
Ryan Hanenburg
VIDEO GAME REVIEW
“Broken Age” is the latest game from Double Fine, developers of “Psychonauts” and “Bru
tal Legend”. The game began as a Kickstarter project and received over $3 million over the
course of the campaign. The game was touted as “a return to old school adventure games” and
act is out now with the second act to be release later this year.

Story
“Broken Age” follows two separate characters as they progress through their own storylines.
One of the protagonists is Shay, who lives on a spaceship with only the ship’s computer for
company. He lives out a series of fake rescue missions and grows more and more disillusioned
with life as the days slog by. The other character is Vella, who is an unwilling participant in the

“I, Frankenstein” is the latest movie
from writer Kevin Grevioux who is best
known for writing the “Underworld” series
of movies.
The story picks up where Mary Shelly
left off with Frankenstein’s monster, played
by Aaron Eckhart, burying his creator.
The monster is then attacked by demons
that are in turn driven off by gargoyles.
The gargoyles take the monster to their
queen who reveals that the gargoyles are
heavenly agents of the Archangel Michael
demons. She names the creature “Adam”
and bestows on him weapons that allow
the demons. Adam then returns to the wil
derness for 200 years until he is attacked
again by demons and he returns to the
modern world.
however depending on your personal taste,
it may be “so bad it’s good.” The movie is
comparable to cult classics like “Army of
Darkness”, which are so overly cheesy and
stupid that they end up being hilarious. “I,
Frankenstein” has an ultragrim narrator
such a serious tone that you can’t help but
crack up. The action scenes are similarly
over the top with gratuitous slow motion,
overly elaborate death throes for the gar
goyles and demons, and wanton destruc
tion of public property.

The story is hilariously stupid with the

early evening with huge explosions and

plot has holes in it the size of the Chrysler
building, which make it practically impos
sible to take seriously. An example of this is
that the gargoyles take Adam into custody
for waging the secret war in an alley with
no witnesses, saying that he runs the risk
of detection. It should be noted that in the

that is impossible to not see by everyone in
the city.
acted, but you can tell that they aren’t tak

where they are acting well, but aware that
they are in a terrible movie. The dialogue

because they aren’t trying to be funny.
Movies that are “so bad they’re good” are
not trying to be comedies but they are so
over the top serious that they end up be
ing funny. Anyone who has seen “Army of
Darkness” can attest to this.
“I, Frankenstein” is a horrible movie
that can be appreciated on a humorous
level. If you can appreciate “so bad they’re
good” movies then you need to see this
movie. However, if you’re looking for a
genuinely good modern day fantasy you
may want to look elsewhere.
Final Verdict: 6/10

they come together to answer some questions and raise new ones.
logue. The environments have more range in Vella’s world, seeing as Shay is stuck in a single
with some elements that seem more down to earth. For instance, parts of the ship are made of
yarn and fabric, which seems odd for a spaceship. Vella has a more traditional fantasy world
with a town in the clouds populated by giant birds, a seaside town with people dressed in plastic

Gameplay
“Broken Age” is a point and click adventure game much like classic games like “Grim Fan
dango” and “Day of the Tentacle”. You click to move your character and collect various items
to solve puzzles in the world to progress the story. The puzzles are relatively straightforward
but some have a bizarre logic to them that makes sense once you’ve solved it, but can be hard
to grasp initially. The game differs from the current style of adventure gaming set by Telltale
Games, developers of “The Walking Dead” and “The Wolf Among Us”, as it is less about
choices and more about puzzles. The game is an excellent homage to the old style of point and
click games, but brings it into the modern age.

Style
“Broken Age” is not graphically very intense, but the art direction is great. The game has a
great; like a storybook that you’re reading rather than playing. The lack of difference between
“Broken Age” is a great adventure game that will make you feel nostalgic and intrigued all
at once. The game is very story driven, but will also exercise your brain in the same way that old
available and the second to be released at a later date.

PHOTO COURTESY OF LIONSGATE
Aaron Eckhart plays Frankenstein’s monster in this hilariously awful fantasy.
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Scott Gross

Jim Scherr, accepted the position of chief

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

last May. “There would be no NCHC without Josh Fenton,” Brad Bates, Boston College Athletics Director, was quoted as saying.
Fenton has been involved with a lot of the
dirty work, putting in long hours and sitting
through some pretty trying meetings that
most of us would fall asleep in. Fenton has
been there every step of the way in forming the new conference. Fenton was involved
with athletics directors meetings and assisting legal counsel in drafting documents while

Josh Fenton recently made a cameo in St.
Cloud during the Western Michigan hockey
series versus SCSU at the Herb Brooks National Hockey Center. It was just another
stop on the whirlwind inaugural tour of the
National Collegiate Hockey Conference
(NCHC). Fenton is the front man of the
conference, being appointed commissioner
of the NCHC on Jul. 15, 2013, after the
inaugural commissioner of the new league,

creating the conference. Fenton helped form
the alliance with CBS Sports Network as
the conference’s national broadcast partner
(They made their debut in St. Cloud on Jan.
els, secured the Target Center as the league
tournament championship site, and served as
cial matter. To put it in a nutshell, Fenton has
done it all to help form the NCHC, which
houses eight teams from three different previous conferences. As commissioner Fenton
sits at the top of the league and looks out

over the layout of his land, he was able to
“We’re still growing,” Fenton says, “We’re
still getting better each and every day. We’re
Certainly, I think the fans are excited for
what’s to come here in the second half of the
year as we prepare for the push to the end of
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Husky baseball
won’t let the
winter hinder

their season
Jeremiah Graves
SPORTS EDITOR

MOTOKI NAKATANI / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

home,” Demarius Cruz said. “That loss last
week was big on us, and we took it to heart
and tonight we responded.”

cent from three-point land.
Other than the raining three-pointers,
the game highlight had to be James Fort’s

In a wild weekend, the men’s basketball
team pulled off a blowout and come-frombehind victories to improve to (15-5, 11-5
NSIC), looking to get hot at the right time.

(9-10, 6-9 NSIC) with the Huskies unleashing their fury, going 9-for-16 from behind
the three-point line and 12-for-22 for the
game.
The Huskies cruised to an 8-0 lead in the

Friday

holding the Wildcats to 32 percent shoot-

a steal at half court and dished a nice behind-the-back pass to Fort for the monster
slam.
For a good part of the game the Wildcats
tried to trap the Huskies in their back court,
but had no luck with the quickness of Kevin
Levandoski, Cruz, and Poydras carrying the

Ryan Fitzgerald
STAFF WRITER

Maybe it was the Kevin Schlagel sightings everywhere in the crowd that had
Wayne State discombobulated.
On head coach Kevin Schlagel “Looka-Alike” night, SCSU throttled the Wildcats
90-63 from beginning to end.
home game to Minnesota State University
Moorhead on Jan. 25 that they didn’t like
losing in front of the home crowd.
“We’re a team that doesn’t like to lose at
home; its been a tradition for us to win at
INSIDE

MEN’S HOCKEY: The
Huskies couldn’t get the
sweep at UNO / 11

half, with Jordan Poydras scoring 16 of his
18 points, and Cruz chipping in 13 of his
15 points.
“It was nice to see those two guys play
well on the same night,” Schlagel said.
“They’ve each had their own nights and it
was nice they went off together.”
Both were phenomenal from three-point
range, combining for 7-for-11. It was tough
to slow the Huskies down, with almost every
shot touching the nylon. The Huskies shot
-

“We worked all week on that 2-2-1 press
they were running,” Cruz said. “They got a
able to break the press with ease.”
Looking like the Roadrunner, the Huskies wanted to push the pace and get up the
court all night. With minimal mistakes, the
Huskies were able to set the pace all night
long.

/ Page 12

The baseball gods smiled down on the
urday, granting some of the nicest weather
central Minnesota has seen over the past
two weeks.
The third annual Grand Slam on Grand
took advantage of the “heat wave” this past
weekend, recording just under 400 participants that excitedly dropped a line in support of the program.
“Every year we get more people,” chairperson Angie Ditty said. “More of the old
players are coming now, and bringing their
friends, it’s kind of like the golf outing.”
The Husky baseball players and coaches
help prepare the event, setting up equipment and drilling holes for the participants,
but some go the extra step and drop a line
themselves.
Instead of wearing his protective gear,
senior catcher Travis Enger was dressed to
battle the elements of mother nature on Saturday, looking to catch the $1,000 prize.
man,” Enger laughed. “I know when the
Alumni, players, family, friends, and
event last year raised almost $10,000, with
all the proceeds going back to the baseball
program.
“It’s a good weekend for all of our alumni because we have our banquet Friday night
“Now they don’t have to come back multiple
weekends… they carpool, get a hotel room,
and it’s a lot of fun to have them out here.”
Friday night, the baseball program, families, and alumni enjoyed a warmer gathering in the comforts of Territory Golf Club’s
Coyote Moon Grille. Special guests such
as the voice of the Minnesota Twins, Dick
manager, Frank Quilici, have spoken at the
gathering in recent years.

/ Page 12

The stigma that only men play sports is dying
Ryan Fitzgerald
STAFF WRITER

Many people are oblivious to how hard it was
for women to enter the realm of sports before 1972,
when Title IX kicked in. The 450 percent raise in
women participating in sports is evident of a new
world.
SCSU hosted its second annual National Girls
and Women in Sports Day event Feb. 1, although
MEN’S BASEBALL:
it’s been recognized as a national event for 28 years.
Baseball Fundraiser keeps
Head softball coach Paula U’Ren has been
progressing / 12
coaching at SCSU for 17 years and has seen the
world of women’s sports change drastically.
“The opportunities have certainly grown for feWOMEN’S BASKETmale athletes and I think there’s a lot more backing
BALL: Women’s hoops
with media covering us more,” she said. “We want
can’t pull off the weekend this event to show the younger generation that there
sweep at home / 11
are not only great opportunities to get an education, but play a sport while doing it.”
SCSU is home to 11 women’s sports and the
MEN’S BASKETBALL:
stigma that men’s sports are more popular and
The men pick up two
more entertaining is one that women’s sports have
wins in the comfort of
had to deal with for a long time.
Halenbeck Hall / 12
Although this generation is starting to see that
equality is part of today and part of the sports
world, the thought still lingers.
FENTON’S YEAR:
“In my generation there was always talk about
the glass ceiling and Title IX before that,” U’Ren
NCHC from the insidesaid. “Those are always things that we’ve heard
man /12
about but I’m not sure that this generation is familiar with all that we had to go through.”
FOLLOW US ON
“The more we expose younger female athletes
TWITTER FOR
to events like this the more opportunities there are,
HUSKY ACTION:
and they don’t have to play just basketball or soccer.
Jeremiah Graves:
I mean there’s women’s golf and hockey is getting
@Gravzy
real popular.”
Ryan Fitzgerald:
Being a native of St. Cloud, head women’s vol@RAFchronsports
leyball coach Michelle Blaeser has seen her fair
Derek Saar:
share of what women have had to go through and
@D_Saar18
where they’re at today.

WOMEN’S HOCKEY:
Ohio State gets the better
of the women at home
/ 11
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To be recognized as a national event and to have
it at SCSU for the second year has the St. Cloud
Tech high school graduate blossoming with joy.
“It was a great atmosphere this year having the
women’s basketball alumni game playing while it
was going on,” Blaeser said. “A lot of them playing
were like 20 years out so it was very cool.”
The venue seemed better this year, with it being held in Halenbeck Hall, compared to last year
when it was at the Hockey Center.
All the women’s sports teams had players or
coaches in attendance to show their support for the
growing and evolving event.
“It was neat to see the kids interact and look
over the failing while the game was going on,”
Blaeser said. “Having women play was huge for the
event.”

Athletic Director Heather Weems was a big
proponent in getting this event to SCSU because
she’s always trying to engage the community by getting them involved.
“Heather basically just came up to us coaches
and said we could roll with it,” U’Ren said. “We are
always trying to improve the event to engage the
community.”
Ideally, the event would take place outside but
February is the coldest month in Minnesota, so that
isn’t possible.
In the future, the committee, which is mainly
made up of the women’s coaches, would like to pick
out a local sports woman that stood out and honor
her at the event.
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

4 BR Houses
Large, Clean, 2014-2015
320-259-9673
4 Bedroom Apartments
4th Avenue. W/D in unit.
Great location.
tkmeyerpropertie.com
320-259-9434
Spacious 2 BR 2 BATH
Quite Cul-de-sac,
Close to SCSU
320-493-0096
320-250-1185
Spacious 3 BR 2 BATH
Close to SCSU
320-493-0096
320-250-1185
4 BR Apts 4th Ave
W/D in unit. Great location.
tkmeyerproperties.com
320-259-9434
Thirteenth St. Apts
525 13th S., From: $225
Close to Hockey Arena,
Dan 651-361-0803
danruza@live.com
Southside Park Apts
2, 3, 4 BR Apts, 2 full baths.
Heat, parking Incl.
Many recent upgrades
$250-$320/BR.
Tami 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

“The Castle” 1, 2, 3
& 4 BR Apts. You will be
pleasantly surprised.
Tami 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
Free Cable & Internet
3 & 4 BR, 2 Showers
www.ivyapartments.com
Call Jenny 320-259-9673

1, 2, & 3 BR
Near SCSU
Call 320-251-8284
riversiderealestateprop.com
Stateside Apts on 6th Ave!
4 BR Apts. Heat Paid, A/C,
D/W, Parking. 1 Block to
Halenbeck Hall
Avail. 6/1/14 & 8/1/14
Excel prop 320-251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

4 BDRM Apts.
Avail. for 2014-’15 school year
Starting at $240/month 10 or
12 month leases, Free Wi-Fi!
Free Parking! Nice Apts!
320-240-8188
jjsproperty.com

Houses, Houses, Houses.
5BR - 11BR
1-6 blks SCSU Library
mpmstudenthousing.com
3 & 4 BDR Apts
2 Full Baths, A/C, D/W
Parking 1/2 Blk from Library.
Avail. 6/1/14
$240 to $300/month
320-493-9549
Halenbeck Apartments
4 bedrooms, 2 full

Southview Apts.
Large 2 BR Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Laundry, Parking
Close to SCSU Avail. 6/1/14
Excel prop 320-251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

Houses 8,9,10 &11BR
10 & 12 month leases
1-6 blks SCSU
Tami 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
Large 2BR Apts
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W
Laundry Parking,
1/2 Blk from campus
$300/month Avail. 6/1/14
Courrier Properties
320-493-9549
3 Blocks from Campus
3 & 4 BR Apartments
Call Jenny 320-259-9673
Westview &
University West Apts.
4 Br Apts. Heat Paid, A/C,
D/W, Parking 2 blocks to
Miller Library. Avail. 6/1/14
Excel prop 320-251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

2, 3 & 4 BDR Apt
In house. Heat paid W/D
Free parking Avail. 6/1/14
$240 to $300
320-493-9549
Large 2 BR Apts.
Near SCSU
Call 320-251-8284
riversiderealestateprop.com

Campus Apts. on 5th Ave!
4 Br Apts. Heat Paid, A/C,
D/W, Parking 1 1/2 blocks to
Miller Library. Avail. 6/1/14
Excel prop 320-251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
Large 2 BDR Apts
On campus. Avail. 6/1/14
$300/month 320-493-9549

Parking included.
Beautiful building.
tkmeyerproperties.com
320-259-9434

University
Village Townhomes
3 & 4 BR Free WiFi,
Heat & Parking.
www.uvtownhomes.com
320-252-2633
2 & 3 BR Apts.
New Appliances, Decks
Call 320-251-8284
riversiderealestateprop.com

Close to Campus
Deluxe 3 BDRM, 2 BATH
In-Unit W&D Avail.
320-250-1185
320-493-0096

1/2 Block From Campus
2, 3 & 4 BDR Apts
10 or 12 month leases
$240 to $325 Avail. 6/1/14
320-493-9549

Eastbank Apartments

tkmeyerproperties.com
320-259-9434
UVT’s
Free WiFi, Heat & Parking.
www.uvtownhomes.com
320-252-2633
9 BR House Avail 6/1/14
Heat Paid, Large BR, 3 Bath,
2 Blocks to SCSU Library.
Excel prop 320-251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
4 BDRM Apts.
Avail. for 2014-’15 school year
Starting at $255/month
10 or 12 month leases,
Free Wi-Fi! Nice Apts!
Free off-street parking
320-240-8188
jjsproperty.com

A/C included.
Clean and quiet.
tkmeyerproperties.com
320-259-9434
Studio Apts. 400+ Sq. Ft.
Heat Paid, A/C, Micro,
Laundry, Parking 2 blocks to
campus Avail. 6/1/14
Excel prop 320-251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
3 & 4 BDR Apts
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W
Parking 1 block from Library
Avail. 6/1/14
320-493-9549
Apts/Houses/Lofts
mpmstudenthousing.com
320-251-1925

PERSONAL
Jesus, Mohammed, Allah,
Satan are pretend. Jesus,
devils. Question.
Atheism is True.

Sports & Fitness
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Men’s hockey can only Women’s basketball ride
manage a split in Omaha waves to a weekend split
Gina Carlson

Ryan Fitzgerald

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

STAFF WRITER
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was riding, but they dug deep

-

Friday
-

body in the country when they

-

Senior forward Jessica Benson goes up for a layup
on Friday night.
“It was pretty tough be-

-
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-
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and try to carry it over to the
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-

-

-
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the Huskies as it was a back-

“I thought we had a stretch
-

-
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W Bball

-

Women’s hockey swept at the hands of Ohio State

-

Derek Saar
STAFF WRITER

Friday

Hungry is the word that described the visiting Ohio State Buckeyes on Friday night in the

-

-

-

Senior captain Amy Olson (no. 12) dumps a puck in the offensive zone Friday night.
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Continued from Page 9
league champion at the end of the regular season, and
off in Minneapolis. So, things have been coming together.
It’s exciting thus far, but we still have a long way to go.
From the outside, the league seems to be running like
a well-oiled machine despite the fact that there are a lot of
moving parts going on underneath the surface, small things
like piecing together weekly radio shows that get distributed
throughout the league, the league mailings and social media
accounts, logos for the league itself and tournaments. The
list is endless and commissioner Fenton touched on the importance of creating an identity for the brand new league.
year, so a lot of things need to be done that might otherwise
already have been done had a conference been in existence
for some time. It was important for us to create an identity
and a brand for our fans to get behind and excited about;
certainly that went into the development of the frozen face
off logo showcasing the city of Minneapolis, which is a
great city to host a championship and a great city in general,
along with our partner the Target Center which is kind of
silhouetted in the back in front of the skyline of Minneapolis. We are excited, but yet, there is still a long ways to go.”
Fenton also spoke about the excitement and the pressures of being the commissioner of a new league. “We have
a very supportive board of directors made up of the athletic
directors of the eight institutions... it’s a group effort and
certainly not me making decisions in isolation but in consulting with the other members of the league and frankly
doing the best job possible for what’s in the best interest of
the conference as a whole.
Fenton says he is pleased with the play of the teams in
bitter end to see who claims the inaugural regular season
championship and league tournament championship. Currently, SCSU sits atop the conference standings with league
opponent Denver coming to town this weekend. Denver is
currently tied for second place in the conference with the
University of North Dakota. You can hear the full interview
with Fenton on the University Chronicle link below.
fenton-nchc-interview

NHL Stadium
Series makes
outdoor games
irrelevant
Alec Clark
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Many Minnesotans have memories of skating around
on frozen lakes in their childhood, playing hockey or just
out skating to skate with family. In this state, tons of kids
play youth hockey, and of those many start out on frozen
ponds during the winter. The same can be said for kids
throughout Canada as well.
It’s this atmosphere and memories that the NHL is trying to recreate with the annual outdoor games.
Inside a stadium made for football or baseball.
With thousands of fans in the stands rather than a small
collection of friends or parents.
On Wednesday, the New York Rangers beat the New
York Islanders 2-1 in Yankee stadium. Not Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum, home of the Islanders or Madison Square Garden, home of the Rangers. On Sunday
the Rangers beat the New Jersey Devils 7-3, again in Yankee Stadium. On Saturday, Jonas Hiller and the Anaheim
Ducks shut out the L.A. Kings in Dodger Stadium. On
March 1, the Pittsburgh Penguins will travel to Chicago
to play the Blackhawks in Soldier Field, and on March 2
the Vancouver Canucks, will host the Ottawa Senators in
BC place, the home of the CFLs British Columbia’s Lions.
With all these games being played in open air stadiums, a
new NHL fan might think that outdoor games are a common occurrence.
The biggest difference between this NHL season and
previous NHL seasons is the number of outdoor games.
The Winter Classic used to be the only one. This year’s classic featured a classic old-time rivalry game between the Toronto Maple Leafs and Detroit Red Wings at Ann Arbor’s
Big House. Up from one outdoor game a year featuring a
tions with 11 teams participating.
The lone outdoor game used to be an event that I
looked forward to. I, like many others in Minnesota, hoped
that one day my hometown Wild would get one. Now because of the Stadium Series, there is an overabundance of
outdoor games being played in the NHL, which takes away
from the novelty and uniqueness of the lone outdoor game.
Regardless of the abundance of outdoor games, the
Stadium Series no doubt has made tons of money. It’s this
fact that makes the NHL sound as if it’s selling itself out
for money. Yes, the outdoor games are cool. Yes, they will
make a lot of money. The teams can sell upwards of 70,000
tickets for a game as opposed to 20,000. Fans will also pay
more (the average ticket price for the Winter Classic was
$200) for outdoor tickets because it’s uncommon. Now the
and then do it more. The NHL spent 10 million to pay for
The Toronto Maple Leafs, arguably the most popular of all
NHL franchises, brought in $92.8 million in ticket sales in
2009-2010 regular season. 41 home games. That’s roughly
$2.62 million per home game. The NHL knows this, and
has used the outdoor games to make as much money as
possible.
Ideally, I would like the NHL to go back to the Winter
Classic being the only outdoor game. I also cannot wait for
the day when the Wild will host the winter classic. Last year,
Wild owner Craig Leopold told the NHL Minnesota hosts
the Winter Classic or participates in no outdoor game. But
with the announcement that the Washington Capitals will
to being interested in one of the Stadium Series games. I

Continued from Page 9
“Last night Frank Quilici put on a
show for us and gave us a nice speech,”
SCSU baseball coach Pat Dolan said.
“We left with $13,000 last night, so
between that and today we’ve made
a heck of a lot of money for our program.”
The recently-fresh fundraiser has
been headed by Ditty over the past
three seasons, and the SCSU baseball
family has watched the event grow
since that inaugural day on the lake.
“I copied the idea from Delano
Youth Hockey,” Ditty said. “They had
their big fundraiser, and I said, ‘we
should do this for baseball’.”
west of St. Cloud, has played host to
the event since the conception, but it
wasn’t a premeditated relationship.
What people now know as Eddies
on Grand Lake was a shut-down business three years ago, which Valentine
has turned into a cozy and fun bar and
grill on the west side of Grand Lake.
Upon driving out to the lake to
scout out their event’s location, Ditty
met Valentine and the two have worked
together to help one another thrive.
was thinking Pearl Lake, then I looked
at the map and thought Grand Lake is
close,” Ditty said. “It was huge when
we hooked up with him.”
After getting together with Valen-
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tine, the new challenge was an obvious
one. How do you attract people here?
In today’s rapidly changing world
of marketing, Ditty has managed to
use technology as well as more traditional methods such as face-to-face
have a Facebook page, and I know a
ery place I go, every restaurant or bar
up there and talk to everyone in there.”
“Sometimes Dave [husband] tells
me I’m pushy,” laughed Ditty. “But if
I dig in my purse and hand them a
As the contest has progressed, word
of mouth has played a big role in gathering more participants that aren’t connected to SCSU or Husky Baseball.
people out here don’t have any association with SCSU baseball,” Dolan said.
“That’s great to see.”
But the progression of the fundraiser hasn’t come without its challenges;
they have had to deal with multiple
regulations, mother nature, and other
“It’s like anything, whether you’re
doing a baseball camp or whatever,”
Dolan said. “Within an hour and a
tournaments.”
While those tournaments may be
the team have had bigger issues to deal
with in the past.
“The DNR had to come out here

year because the ice was thin,” Ditty
said. “So they came and drilled holes
for us so the ice would stay intact.”
The second year the weather was
outstanding, which was both good and
bad for the event in the sense that it’s
hard to get day-of registrants to come
out when the weather is so nice.
high, as well as the goal of getting the
student body more opportunity.
In the efforts to get more students
involved this year, the event offered a
student discount, as well as the opportunity for free transportation to and
signed up.
While the goal wasn’t met, the
number of student participants was
the highest it’s been in the three years.
“It’s hard for students, and I understand that,” Dolan said. “Unless they
likely don’t have their gear with them
in the dorms or their houses.”
“Our goal next year is to have
equipment available for rent.”
Needless to say, the fundraising
event has come with its challenges, but
the team has overcome many of them
on their way to raising tens of thousands of dollars for their own program.
“We’re a tier-two male sport,”
Dolan said. “You’ve got to go out there
and grind it out and raise a lot of money.”
if anyone was going to come,” Ditty
said. “Now we are making lots and lots
of money, so it’s come a long ways, and
we’re having fun doing it.”

Men’s Bball

Cruz was a big part in the Huskies’ comeback victory,
hitting back-to-back threes to pull the Huskies within one.

Continued from Page 9

of the second half.
He scored 13 points in the last six minutes of the game
and the rest of the team had just seven, with Matt Craggs

It didn’t hurt that the defense for the Huskies was unblemished, causing 19 turnovers and scoring 22 points off
those turnovers.
“Right away from the jump we were able to get a lot of
steals,” Cruz said. “We were able to get a lot of points in
transition and that’s what we keyed in on tonight.”
At around 10 minutes left, Schlagel was able to rest his
starters and get some new blood in that might not get the
chance on a regular basis.
Everybody that was in uniform got a chance to play and
it’s not that often that happens, so Schlagel took advantage
of getting all his players a chance to play.
“It’s really good from the team chemistry standpoint,”
Schlagel said. “All the guys work as hard as the guys who get
to play all the time.”
“We’re all excited to see everyone get an opportunity to
play because it’s a team sport.”
All smiles and minimal yelling, Schlagel never looked
more composed behind the lines in his 17-year career.
Being able to put together a game like this after a tough
loss is exactly what Schlagel was looking for and he couldn’t
be more proud of his team.
“We always kept talking about bouncing back so it was
nice to see that in motion,” Schlagel said. “Obviously, we just
shot the ball well tonight and played better than last week.”

Saturday
It was pretty ugly as any homeless man would’ve been
glad to have been at Halenbeck Hall on this evening because
houses were being made on the bricks the Huskies were
shooting.
In what seemed to be a more traditional game, the men
night, barely beating Augustana 76-70 and ending the game
on a 20-2 run.
“This is why we play the game, because games like this
are fun,” Schlagel said. “As a competitor you love to be in
games that are a challenge.”
half and 47.2 percent for the game, the Huskies were hearing the clank of the iron all night.
“We just weren’t making shots, and they were getting
hot at all the right times,” Schlagel said. “Augie is a wellbalanced team and they have a lot of good shooters, and we

Women’s Bball
Continued from Page 11
With the addition and retention of
some big bodies, the Huskies looked to go
inside and out all night, but ventured of
that track early in the second half.
The recipe for beating a top-notch
team like the Wildcats doesn’t include
turnovers, poor ball handling, or missed
layups.
On a positive note, the Huskies had
eight players score, and four of them were
showed some tenacity and toughness all
night.
“I thought Lexy (Petermann) came off
the bench and gave us some good points
and I thought Chelsea (Nooker) was really
active,” Fish said. “I think they are always
getting better the more minutes they play.”

Saturday
The passion and effort was much
more noticeable in SCSU’s 74-70 slim
win over Augustana College (11-9, 7-9
the Fish era.

thing SCSU is growing accustomed to,
and tonight was no different.
“What a great victory, we played
solid throughout,” Fish said. “We were

players in the NSIC.
“Coach pulled me in and said I needed to give him some
erything started opening up for me.”

took a 22-20 lead on a three-pointer from standout sophomore Casey Schilling. Or they thought, until somehow the
Huskies found it within themselves and made a 10-point
comeback.

second half and it didn’t look good. Sloppy play up to that
point wouldn’t give justice to the word, but in the end they
nudged out the victory.
“The other guy who picked us up was Connor Niehaus
because he had some great points in that stretch,” Schlagel
said. “They (Auggie) are a well-coached team, and they got
two solid sophomores they build around, and we just found
a way to win.”
Craggs seemed to be the only Huskies player that was
even remotely close to having a good all-around game, with
23 points and nine rebounds. He single-handedly kept the
Huskies in the game for a good chunk of the night.
Craggs put the game away on a nice up-and-under that
got an and-one call, sealing the victory for the home team.
He hit the free throw for the three-point play and addedmore points for the win.
“We knew we could win because we hung around the

Kevin Levandowski had himself a game more so on the
defensive side, streaking all over the court, but did contribute
nine points.
St. Cloud doesn’t have much of a downtown, but the Vikings seemed to enjoy it, shooting 38.9 percent from behind
the three-point line.
Without getting much pressure on the ball all night, the
Huskies struggled to rotate in and out to get to the open
man.
“We just wanted to come out in the second half with
energy,” Cruz said. “They were hitting some tough shots because I thought we were playing them well, but every team
in this conference has shooters.”
The Huskies are on the road this weekend to face NSIC
opponents in Minnesota State Moorhead and Northern
State University.

gutty in the second half but 12 killed us
SCSU was able to stave off a hot
Emily Schulte, who went 7-for-8 for 18
the game.
“We started face guarding her,”
Benson said. “Also, we doubled her so
she wouldn’t get open looks.”
Putting together a whole game was
something Fish was hoping her team
would do after a lackluster second half
in Friday’s game.
eight minutes of the second half had
Fish somewhat concerned about her
team’s focus.
“It was to calm us down a little bit,”
Fish said. “I told the players we were
okay and to take care of the ball.”
Moen had another strong game
with 17 points and when it was crunch
time she was there on both sides of the
ball. She had four on the night, and
to help the team get the important win.
“She’s been steady all year but we’ve
games,” Fish said.
Price and Benson were back in
regular form against the Vikings, with
Benson getting 14 of her 28 points in
While Price scored the last eight

mentum.
“She (Benson) played with a lot of
energy and it’s a better feeling,” Fish
said. “It was a huge momentum boost
when Sam got those points.”
Fish wanted her team to improve on
the boards, especially the offensive side,
and the Huskies were able to do that.
They snatched 43 rebounds as a team,
with 16 of those being offensive.
“It was a focus of what we needed
to do tonight,” Fish said. “We knew we
needed to bring that energy to get it
done.”
Another common theme that
helped propel the Huskies in the affair
was their presence in the post. One of
the biggest problems the Vikings had

guard Petermann in the post.
Coming into the game, the Huskies
were prone to making errant passes af-

games. They did have 16 turnovers on
the night but weren’t nearly as lackadaisical as they were on Friday night.
“The big focus of the game was to
not turn it over and make better decisions,” Benson said. “And we did a really good job at adjusting to what they
were giving us.”
Up next for the Huskies are road
games against Minnesota State University Moorhead and Northern State
University.

